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Ratification by the Holy See 

The instrument of ratification by ihe Holy See of the Convention for the Protection 
of Producers of Phonograms against Unauthorized Duplication of their Phonograms, 
adopted at Geneva on 29 October 1971, was deposited with the Secretary-General 
of the United Nations on 4 April 1977. 

In accordance with Article 11(2), the Convention entered into force for the Holy 
See on 18 July 1977, that is, three months after the date on which the Director 
General of the World Intellectual Property Organization informed the States, in 
accordance with Article 13(4), of the deposit of its instrument. 

The Holy See is the twenty-fifth State to deposit an instrument of ratification or 
acceptance of, or accession to, the above-mentioned Convention. 
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This study [1] ; attempts to .how who are the owners of copyright [1] : 

1. In general, when the work emanates from: 
1.1 a natural person; 
1.2 several persons; 
1.3 a juridical person. 

2. In certain special cases : 
2.1 anonymous and pseudonymous works; 

posthumous works: 
anthologies and periodicals: 
works of an employee; 
commissioned works; 
photographs: 
films. . 

We shall also consider the related question of the role of third persons in two specific 

cases, namely : 

' 3A oA'he model for a portrait, whether h> an artist or a photographer: 
3 2 of the recipient of a personal letter. 

We shall not deal here with the owners of copyright in ancient manuscripts or with 
he ro t h t he owner of the corpus mechanicum, the phys.cal object which 

in l rpôra tes the work, plays in relation to the author. The successors ,n interest as 
copyright owners will be treated in a subsequent report on Transfers. 

1 IN GENERAL 

1.1. Works emanating from a natural person 

The simplest and most frequent case is that in which the author o f a w o r k j i 
a natural person, an individual, who discloses his true name, for m such a case 
there is no problem of complications with other people, nor any diffcult.es of proof 
Because "his case is so simple' many laws do no, deal with it. However, some countries 

1. ligures in brackets refer to the notes on p- 23. 
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have expressly incorporated in their laws the generally admitted presumption that 
the author is he whose name appears on the work. This presumption, based on the 
indication of the author's name or recognized pseudonym or symbol on the protected 
work, is found in the following countries: Algeria (name or pseudonym indicated 
on the work in the usual way); Australia (name under which the work was published): 
Austria: Burma (name or recognized pseudonym indicated on the work) [3]; Brazil 
(the person who has in the usual way indicated or stated that he is the author when 
the work is used): Canada (name indicated on the work): Chad [4|; Chile (the person 
whose name or recognized pseudonym appears on the registered copies of the work); 
Colombia (name or recognized pseudonym indicated on the work); Cyprus [3]: Denmark 
(name, well-known pseudonym or symbol indicated on copies of the work); Ecuador 
(name or well-known pseudonym appearing on the work): Arab Republic of Egypt 
(person whose name is mentioned on the published work); El Salvador (name or 
recognized pseudon>m appearing on the work); Ethiopia (the person under whose 
name the work has been published); Fiji (name or recognized pseudonym indicated 
on the work); Finland (recognized name, pseudonym or symbol indicated on each copy 
of the work); France (person or persons under whose name the work is published): 
German Democratic Republic (name indicated on the work); Federal Republic of 
Germany (the person designated as the author in the usual way): Guatemala (name or 
recognized pseudonym); Holy Sec [5]; Iceland (recognized name, pseudonym or symbols 
indicated on the work in the usual way); Iraq (the person to whom the work is 
attributed and under whose name or by any other means it is published, or under 
whose pseudonym it is published provided that there is no doubt as to the author's 
identity); Ireland (name appearing on the work): Israel [3]; Italy (name indicated); 
Japan (person whose name, appellation or generally recognized pseudonym is indicated 
in the usual way as the author on the original); Republic of Korea (any person whose 
name has appeared as that of the author on a work already published): Libya (person 
under whose name the work is registered): Liechtenstein (natural person whose true 
name is given on copies of the work); Luxembourg (person whose name is indicated 
on the work as the author in (he usual way): Madagascar [6]; Malaysia: Malta (name 
appearing on the work); Mexico (name or recognized or registered pseudonym shown 
as being that of the author); Morocco (name under which the work is published); 
Netherlands (name shown on the work); New Zealand (person whose name is shown); 
Nigeria (name appearing on the work); Norway (name, recognized pseudonym or 
mark); Paraguay (name or recognized pseudonym); Peru (name, recognized pseudonym, 
initials, symbol or any other usual sign); Poland (any person whose name appears 
on the work); Portugal (person whose name appears on the work in the usual way); 
Senegal (person under whose name the work is published): Sierra Leone (name 
appearing on the work); Singapore [3]; Spain (name appearing on the work); Sri 
Lanka [3]; Sneden (name, pseudonym or well-known symbol); Switzerland (true name 
shown on copies of the work): Thailand (name shown on the work): Tunisia (person 
under whose name the work has been published); Turkey (person whose name or 
recognized pseudonym appears on copies of the work): United Kingdom (name or 
recognized pseudonym indicated on the work); Venezuela (person whose name is shown 
on the work); Yugoslavia (person whose name or pseudonym appears on the work). 

Where no name appears on the work, some countries attribute the authorship to 
the editor or publicateur. 

Panama recognizes authorship by assimilation to anyone who publishes for the 
first time an unpublished work without owner, using a manuscript of which he is 
the owner. 
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A particular case is that of the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, where 
the State can buy the rights to a work from the author or his successors (Article 496). 

1.2. Works emanating from several persons 

This description tits works which may sometimes be very different in kind, the only 
common feature being that two or more persons participated in their preparation. 
These contributions may become merged within the finished work to such an extern 
that it is no longer possible to identify them with precision or. on the contrary. 
they may continue to be distinguishable after the completion of the work. They 
ma) >e of the same or of different kinds (e.g. when a work is partly literary, partly 
music il). Lastly, the work may have been composed under the guidance of a natural 
person or a juridical person. 

Among these works, some legislations establish a distinction between works ol 
collaboration and/or collective works and/or composite works. In a broad sense. 
a work of collaboration is one in which several natural persons have collaborated 
and of which the component parts are linked together by a community of purpose 
and inspiration; a collective work is one created on the initiative of a natural or 
juridical person and in which the various individual contributions blend together so 
that it is impossible to distinguish them subsequently. The term composite work is 
sometimes applied to a new work into which a previously existing work is incorporated 
without the collaboration of its author. 

Between one legislation and another, these distinctions may not always cover the 
same works. It may be stated. hoWever, that in the case of works of collaboration, 
the exercise of copyright is attributed to the co-authors jointly, with certain exceptions, 
particularly in lawsuits concerning the joint work. In the case of collective works, 
the copyright generally belongs either to the natural or juridical person on whose 
initiative the work was created, co-ordinated or published, or to the publisher. In 
the great majority of cases, however, these distinctions do not appear clearly in the 
legislation, but there is a fairly general tendency to establish different rules according 
to whether the various personal contributions can or cannot be distinguished. 

Particular provisions are made regarding works emanating from several persons 
in the following countries: Algeria (copyright in a work of collaboration belongs 
jointly to the co-authors; a collective work is — failing proof to the contrary - - the 
property of the natural or juridical person on whose initiative it was created and 
under whose name it was published; copyright in a composite work belongs to the 
person who created it subject to the rights of the author of the pre-existing work): 
Argentina (the publisher is the owner of the copyright in a collective work: 
collaborators have equal rights, but when several authors have collaborated in a 
dramatic or lyrical work, the authorization of one of them is sufficient): Australia 
(in the case of a work of collaboration of which some of the authors are qualified 
persons and others unqualified persons, the qualified persons are regarded as the 
sole authors of the work): Austria (copyright belongs jointly to all co-authors, decisions 
require unanimous consent): Belgium (copyright belongs to all co-authors; exercise of 
copyright is regulated by agreements, but in the absence of an agreement none ot 
the co-owners can exercise it independently); Brazil (the quality of author of a work 
of collaboration is attributed to the collaborator(s) whose namc(s), recognized 
pseudonym(s) or siCn(s) has or have been used; when a work has been composed by 
various persons but its composition has been organized by an individual or collective 
undertaking and it has been used in .he latter's name, the latter is vested with the 
quality of author: unless otherwise agreed, the co-authors of the work exercise the.r 
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the collaborators m a y , w„hoUt the content of 1 ? ° " " ° " ' s i n d i v i s «»e non 
•o publication except in the collectionof h i f ^ p u b l i s h l l o r « u t h o ^ 
disagreement, the decision is taken bvL I P ' C t e W O r k s ; i n 'he event of 
Copyright Board; each coliaborator can r ' T ' ^ 3 " " ' f a ' ' l i n g t h a t ' bv the Na on 
'egal proceedings separately)- a / f g " ' h c W O r k separately and can , 1 
- r e i s e of c o p y V i n T w t ' ^ S e T d f * * * * " * * « * * a / c ^ . t h o s ; ' £ 
each co-author retains his rights in his L * t efn u n e d b y l h e " ™ o „ consent of all 

'S a n «"divisible whole or is composed of , co-authors, whether the work 
retams his right in the part w h i c Z ^ j L ^ " * ™ p a r t s " b u ' each c o - a u X r 
- c a n o n , Chad [4]; CA/fc „he economic r 2 s „ " ' n ? * ™ t u r e ° f a n independen 
"" h e co-authors of the work- anv col l h , r

 W O r k ° ' «"'aborntion betong to 
work; those who are opposed ,o its L o S o n " ^ d C m a n d Pub|ica«ion o f ' the 
shall no, be published, while retain n g X " " * . S , m p ' y r C q u i r e t h a t their name! 
dictionaries and s i m i l a r eompila ™ v m c ^ ^ ^ ^ i n « W S T 
person who organized their prépara ion I J*? c o m m i s s ioned belongs to the 
•he «dividual c o n u ^ ù o n s / c ^ Z ' ^ ^ T " f *" ^ ^ ' a U a n d 
of collaboration, the authorization o a s i n î l 5 K 3 d r 3 m a t i c ° r m u s i c a ' work 
performance); C O J , a W c a (co-authors of » ' * • C , ° " a b o r a t o ' - « sufficient for public 
personal contributions separately r o v a h L T , ^ ^ ^ P l l b , i s h a "d sell their 

a single work results from the t e a S v acTh "fesof' " ' T " y ) : * « * « * " « « . (wh en 
and severally entitled to c o p v r i Z n S e V C r a l a u t h o r s ' 'hey are all jointly 
constitute independent w o r ^ f h e ~ " ' ? M h ^ ™ to a" work do not 
'ake legal action separately); 'Ecuador ( u h n " T * C ° m m ° n r i g h t s b u ' may 
arranged by agreement, fa Ing whkh , h ^ h a S S e v e r a l a u t h o r s , rights are 
of a work have equal rights? for the x e r c ' e T t o " * * * ? * * " * " ' c o a » ' b ° 
«ajonty ,s required; the holders of the Z t ï " " n g h , S ' , h e c o n s en( of the 
complex work may publish these c o n t n L i n ' " l d e n t i f i a b I « contributions to a 
at leas« after the publication of Z ^ ^ r T T ** " " U m i ! ^ ™ 1 
under whose name a work is published k I? ' he n a U l r a l o r Juridical person 
Republic of Egypt f m a w o r k

 P ' ^ t ^ S w h e " ƒ ? C 0 P y n ' g h t ^ e r ) : ^ 
e chst.ngurshed, all the collaborate a n . h e o ^ f ^ C 0 M ^ ' ^ cannot 

unanimous consent; in the even, of 2 * e r s a n d e X t c i s e 'heir rights bv 
collaborators can take egal ^ o C e e d i n Ï T ? ^ ' J U d g C d e d d « : - o the 
distinguishable, each may exploTh s 'wn , C O n t r i b u t i « n of each author i 

as a whole a person who c o ^ d i n a U T i r e T a n f ' S ' T ' *«**« to I h c ™ r k 
work m which the various individual c o n f n W P U b l , s h e s l , n d e r h i s °*n name a 
as the author of the work); Eth!opc(cZ " a ^ c o T " Ï d i S t i n « u i ^ is regarded 
't by common agreement; they mav KV 1 ° W " ' h e C0Pyr ight; they exercise 
does not prejudice the join« L T k ? m t ^ T ' ^ T "*««* S 0 I o n « as 
which some of the co-authors are qua fi d Ï L T " ° f , a W O r k ° f c»"abora,ion Ö 
q«a ified persons are considered a s ' bein! the o ^ " i ^ ^ "^»a.ified, the 
J co laborators enjoy copyright in a work Z t V e a S J , 0 " ° f ' h e W ° r k , : ***•* 
« 'he event of an infringement of c o p y r i S Fr« T ' " ^ i n i " ' a t e P^ceedings 

e « » « » property of ,he c o - a u t h o r s ' T t f e t e n t or Ï W ° r k ° f C O , l a b o r a . ion is the 

- » - o, „llatora„„n ^ j o i n - ) ; - r 2 K S i î - t £ ? r 
s 
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t , C O n i , t l 0 n S a r C d i s , i nS"ishable); Federal Republic of Germany «he 
right. o nub .cation and exploitation belong, jointly to the co-authors; modifications 

2 n f n l T 'C ° ? y u W , t h ' h e C 0 , 1 S e m ° f a ! L e a c h C ° - a u t h o r '»ay take action against 
, ; n 7 n ' 0 t J h e J ° i n ' copyright, but demanding compensation for all «hc 

, T or '; Cua,emaa (collaborators exercise their rights jointly and indivisibly; 
n h ! c o mPOsed under the guidance of a natural or juridical person, copyright 

n his con Kt"? » " f ' ° ' h a ' P e r S ° n W h h 0 i l t P - J " d i c e ' ° COpyrigh« of the author 
m his contribution); Holy See [5]; Hungary (in the case of a work created jointly, 
when the work cannot be separated into independent parts, copyright belongs jointly 

'"^ c°-a"thors of the work and, where there is doubt, royalties are divided equally; 
»wever each of the co-authors is entitled to take legal proceedings independently 

he co a u f h ? e n i M C ° P y r i ë h l ; W h e " ' h e P a r t S ° f t h e J ° i n ' w - k can be separated, 
c r i e s T h v l H Î ' n d e P e " d c n t copyright in their respective parts; in the case of 
s i r e ed h !J, '• ^ ^ ^ ° f ^ " ' ^ i n S t i t u t " and State bodies, copyright 

of Z Zn y SC ' n S t l t U , e S ° r b ° d i e S b , l t t h e '"dependent rights of the authors 
?s esnn h,S f ^ W t e d in the series are not affected); Iceland (the person who 
LnuuZ , ?h • " ° m P ° s i , e w o r k holds «he copyright in that work without 
prejudice to die copyright in each of the works incorporated in the composite work; 

™ , , V ? K u . C r e a t e d b y S e v e r a ! a u t h o r s whose contributions cannot be 
work of H 6 K 3 U " h ° ! d J O i n t C O p y n ' g h t i n t h a ' w o r k ) ^ India (in the case of a 
Z h . C , ° 1 , a b ° r a ' , o n ' t h e conditions of attribu.ion of the copyright apply to all the 
authors) Iraq (when each co-author's contribution is inseparable from that of the 
t h f \ - ^ u C O n S , d e r e d as equal owners of the work unless otherwise agreed; 
the authors rights cannot be exercised by one of them separately without the consen« 
co 1 ! r C ° ; a , U , h 0 r s : i n t h e e v c n ' «f disagreement the court decides; each of «hc 
co-authors is entitled to take legal proceedings in the case of infringement of copyright: 
m ? v > C°'T c o n , "ou t ion is separable from that of the others, each is entitled 
to exploit the part corresponding to his contribution unless otherwise agreed; «hc 
natural or juridical person who took the initiative in the composition of a collective 

o m n , , r e g a r C a S , h e a U t h 0 r ; i n *h e C a S e 0 f s e v e r a l a ' "hors participating in the 
composition of musical works to be sung, the author of the musical score alone is 
entitled o authorize public performance of the joint work, or its publication or 
^Production, provided that the rights of the author of the text are not prejudiced, 
the latter being entitled to publish the said text but not to make use of it as the 
basts for another musical work; in the case of several authors participating in the 
composition of pantomimes or parades accompanied by music, and in all similar 
cases, the author of the non-musical part is alone entitled to authorize public 
performance of the entire work or its reproduction, the author of the musical part 
being entitled to use this separately provided that he does not use it as «he basis for 
another similar work); Ireland (in the case of a work of collaboration of which some 
or the co-authors are qualified persons and others are unqualified, the qualified persons 
art c< nsidered as being the only authors); Italy (copyright in a work of collaboration 
be«ongs jointly to all the co-authors whose contributions cannot be distinguished; the 
consent of all lsi required before this right can be exercised; each co-aulhor can, 
however, defend his moral right; a person who organizes and directs the creation of a 
thn r. Kr u u -~ c o l l e c t i o n o f ^dependent works - has the copyright in that work; 
the publisher has the right to economic utilization and the contributors can use their 
contributions separately); Japan (rights in a work of collaboration belong jointly to all 
the co-authors); Jordan (copyright belongs to collaborators equally, but damages may 
be sought separately); Republic of Korea (copyright belongs collectively to the 
co-au«nors of a work; but each co-author may seek compensation for derogatory 
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" " " , : " 'n, , V , ; , " ° " '° t h e i ° i n ' w o r k ) : ^ A « « o i (contributors have equal rights in thP 
JO '!U V " r k ; 'Jey exercise copyright in common; in the case of a lyrical work the 
composer and the author ol the libretto have equal rights; each may exploit' l 
compte c ^ s e p a r a t e l y , but neither may take a new collaborator for the joint work) 
Libya (copyright in a work ol collaboration belongs jointly to .he co-authors when 
the contribution of each is inseparable from those of the others: when the contributie! 
of each is separable from the join, work, each author is entitled to exploit his 
ndmdua contribution separately without, however, prejudicing the exploitation of 

the JO"! work; copyright ,n a collective work belongs to the natural or juridical person 
who undertakes and directs the work; in the case of musical works to be sung 
he author ol he mus.cal score is alone entitled to authorize public performance of 
he entire work or to publish it, without prejudice to the right of the author of the 

literary part, but the author of the literary par. is entitled to publish his contribution 
separately provided .ha. he does no« use it as the basis for another work; in .he cTse 
of pantomimes or parades accompanied by music and in all other similar eases the 
author of , h e non-mus,cal par. is alone entitled to authorize performance of the entire 
work and to reproduce copies, but .he author of .he musical score is entitled to make 
use of his contribution separately provided that he does not use it as the basis for 
another ,o,nt work); Liechtenstein (co-authors have a common right when thei 
respective contributions cannot be separated; they exercise this right in common' 
each may, , , l a k , e g a , ^ . ^ ^ . ^ deTO ^ . ^ 
common work); Luxembourg (copyright in a work of collaboration belongs jointly 
.o .he co-authors when the contributions are inseparable and. unless otherwise agreed 
none of the co-authors can exercise it separately; in the event of disagreement and 
in the absence of such an agreement, a ruling shall be given by the courts; each 
collaborator can take legal proceedings in his own name and be paid his share of 
damages; where works arc composed of words and music, the composer and the author 
cannot make their respective work available to another collaborator, but they -ire 
cu l l ed to exploit it separately provided that .his does not adversely affect the 
exploitation ol the joint work,; Madagascar [6]; Mexico (if a work is created by 
severa authors, they equal rights, unless it can be demonstrated what the individual 
contribution of each one is; these rights are exercised in accordance wi.h the consent 
of the majority; each author can exploit his own contribution; in the case of musical 
works with words, each can exploit his part of the complete work): Monaco (a work 
of collaboration is the common property of the authors, but when the work does not 
form an indivisible whole, each co-author may exploit separately his individual 
contnbution so long as this does not adversely affect the exploitation of .he work 
as a whole; ,n all cases, each of the co-authors is considered to be the authorized 
agent of all in relation to third persons); Netherlands (if the copyright belongs jointly 
to several persons, each of them can. unless otherwise stipulated, take legal proceedings 
in defence of such right; in the case of a work composed of contributions bv two or 
more persons the person who directed and supervised the composition will'hold the 
copyright, without prejudice to copyright in the different contributions): New Zealand 
(in .he case of a work of collaboration of which some of the co-authors are qualified 
persons and others are unqualified, the qualified persons are considered as being the 
only authors); Nicaragua (a work composed by several persons whose individual 
contributions cannot be distinguished is the common property of all the authors: 
.f the authors of certain elements can be identified, each one is entitled to rights 
in his contributions; if the work is due to the initiative of a single natural or juridical 
person, tnat person will he entitled to ownership of the work, except if each of the 
collaborators wishes to republish his individual contribution; in the case of a dramatic 
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cork composed by different persons, each has the right to authorize performances: 
for works comprising words and music, the author of the music is regarded as the 
author of the libretto): Norway (when it is not possible to distinguish the individual 
contributions of co-authors, they hold the copyright in common; the consent o; .ill 
is necessary for first publication, the consent of one of them alone is sufficient for 
a similar republication; each may take action separately in the even, of infringement 
of copyright); Pakistan (in .he case of a work of collaboration of which some of the 
co-authors are qualified persons and others are unqualified, .he qualified persons arc 
considered as being the only authors); Panama (works written in collaboration constitute 
an indivisible whole; each author can. however, do as he likes with his individual 
contribution to the collective work provided there has been an agreement to this effect): 
Para., ly (collaborators have equal rights, but compositions comprising words and 
music re regarded as two distinct works, each author having an exclusive right in 
his composition; anonymous collaborators have no right in their commissioned 
contributions and are represented by the publisher); Peru (in cases where individual 
contributions are distinguishable, each author holds the copyright in his own share: 
when contributions cannot be so distinguished, the authors hold the copyright in 
common: the person who arranges or co-ordinates a collective work or publishes it 
under his own name holds the copyright, without prejudice to the right of the 
authors in their contributions); Philippines (if a work is created by two or more 
persons, the copyright belongs to them jointly, but no one of them can grant licences 
without the consent of .he others): Poland (the publisher holds the copyright in a 
collective work as a whole, the author holding the copyright in the various elements 
oi the work which have independent value of their own; co-authors hold copyright 
in common: the authors of a combined owrk comprising words and mtisic hold the 
copyright in the whole work, each reserving copyright in his own contributioni: 
Portugal (in the case of a work of collaboration, copyright is attributed jointly 
to all the co-authors: in the event of disagreement, decision is by majority or. 
failing this, by the court; each co-author may exercise individually the rights 
in his personal contribution to the joint work in so far as .his does not prejudice 
exploitation of the work as such: copyright in a collective work is attributed to the 
undertaking which organized and directed its composition and under whose name 
it was published: however, if .he personal contribution of one of the collaborators 
can be distinguished, he may exercise rights in that contribution individually, the 
author of .he composite work alone holding the rights in the latter, without prejudice 
to the rights of the author oi the incorporated work): Romania (co-authors hold 
copyright in common and share profits equally; if their contributions can be 
distinguished, each of them may exercise non-economic personal rights in his own 
share); Senegal (a work of collaboration belongs jointly to the co-authors, who exercise 
their rights in common agreement, failing which the court decides; when the 
contributions of each of the co-authors are of différent genres, each may, unless 
otherwise agreed, exploit his personal contribution separately, without however 
prejudicing exploitation of the joint work; a composite work belongs to the author 
who is responsible for it. without prejudice to the rights of the author of .he 
pre-existing work; a collective work belongs to the natural or juridical person who 
is at .he origin of its composition and who published it); Sierra Leone (in the case 
of a work of collaboration of which some of the co-authors are qualified persons and 
others are unqualified, the qualified persons are considered as being the only authors); 
Sweden (the co-authors of a work hold the copyright in that work in common, but 
each may take legal proceedings separately; copyright in a composite work belongs 
to the compiler, without prejudice to copyright in each of the individual works in the 
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compilation); Switzerland (collaborators hold the copyright in a work in common 
when their contribution-, cannot be separated, but each may take action against 
derogatory actions in relation to the joint work and do as he wishes with his 
share); Syria contr ibutors have equal rights in the joint work: they exercise copyright 
in common; in the case o: a lyrical work, the composer and the author of the 
libretto have equal rights; each may exploit the complete work separately, bul neither 
may take a new col laborator for the joint work); Turkey (if a work of collaboration 
can be divided into distinct elements, each of the collaborators is regarded as the 
author of his personal contr ibut ion: in the event of disagreement on the work as a 
whole, a ruling is given by the courts : if the work forms an indivisible whole, 
the authors hold the copyright in common; in the event of disagreement, the courts 
decide; each author can, however, act independently if the common interest of all 
are infringed upon); Uganda (persons with interests in the various copyrights relating 
to a composite product ion , i.e. a production composed of two or mo te works of 
collaboration, are regarded as having equal ent i t lement) : Union of Soviel Socialist 
Republics (copyright in a work created by the combined efforts of two or more 
persons belongs to the co-authors in common , whether the work is an indivisible 
whole or is composed of parts, each having an independent status; each author 
retains his copyright in his own contribution of it is independent in character): 
United Kingdom (in the case of a work of which some of the authors are qualified 
persons and others are unqualified, the qualified persons are considered as being the 
only authors) ; United States of America (the holder of the copyright in a collective 
work is the owner of the work) ; Uruguay (co-authors of a work have equal rights: 
persons who col laborate in a collective compilat ion are not regarded as the authors 
of their contr ibutions, the publisher being regarded as the author) ; Venezuela 
(co-authors of a work hold copyright in c o m m o n and exercise it by c o m m o n consent, 
a judge deciding in the case of disagreement; when the contr ibut ions of different 
co-authors belong to different genres, each may exploit his contr ibut ion without 
detriment to exploitation of the work as a whole: copyright in a composi te work 
belongs to the author responsible for it); Yugoslavia (if a work in which several 
authors have part icipated constitutes an indivisible entity, copyright belongs indivisibly 
lo all the col laborators: if not, each col laborator retains his right in his own 
contribution; the person who organizes the work with a view to the creation of a 
work in which several col laborators part icipate holds the copyright in that work, 
but the collaborators retain their rights in their contr ibut ions) . 

1.3. Works emanating from a juridical person 

Legislation in certain countr ies recognizes that copyright can juridically attach to 
a corporate body al though such a juridical person can nei ther write, nor paint, nor 
sculpt, nor compose a melody. 

Numerous provisions exist to cover copyright in works by juridical persons in 
general or. more frequently, by certain categories of juridicial persons: the State, 
governmental services, municipali t ies, academies, universities, institutes and other 
learned bodies, enterprises, and so on. This is the case in the following countries : 
Algeria; Argentina; Austrialia; Belgium (if the au thor has made over his copyright 
to them); Bolivia; Brazil (if the work was commissioned and not simply subsidized); 
Burma [3): Byelorussian S.S.R.; Chile; Cyprus | 3 | ; Ecuador; El Salvador; Fiji; German 
Democratic Republic; Ghana; Holy See [5]; Hungary,' India; Iraq; Ireland; Israelii]; 
Italy; Japan; Jordan; Kenya; Republic of Korea; Libya; Luxembourg; Malawi; 
Malaysia; Malta; Mexico (but, failing legal provisions to the contrary, juridical persons 
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can only hold cop \ right as the executors of natural persons); Nepal; Netherlands; 
\'ew Zealand; Nicaragua; Nigeria; Pakistan; Panama; Peru; Portugal; Senegal; Surra 
Leone: Singapore [3]; Spain; Sri Lanka [3]; Tanzania; Thailand; Tunisia; Uganda: 

Union oi Soviet Socialist Republics: United Kingdom. Uruguay; Zambia. 
Whi le legislation in certain countries does not lay down the principle that 

e o p y n g h t may be vested in juridical persons, this principle can nevertheless be 
deduced from certain provisions governing, for example , the dura t ion of the protect ion 
accorded to the works of these juridical persons. Provisions of this type exist in the 
following countr ies : Bulgaria; Canada; Chile; Dominican Republic; Arab Republic of 
Ezypt; Guatemala: Iran; Japan: Lebanon; Morocco; Nicaragua; Norway; Philippines 
(pi. -action does not apply to government works) ; Poland; Romania; Syria; Turkey; 
Unite J States of America (protection does not apply to government works) ; Venezuela. 

Se\ ral countr ies make special provision lor the protect ion of works composed by 
certain internat ional organizat ions designated by the nat ional authori t ies : Ghana; 
India; Ireland; Kenya; Mcdawi; Mexico; New Zealand; Pakistan; Sierra Leone; 
Tanzania; Uganda; United Kingdom; Zambia. 

M e n t i o n must also be made of certain unusual par t icular provisions. In the Lebanon, 
it is the publisher who retains the exercise of copyright in a work appear ing under 
the n a m e of a juridical person; in Paraguay, neither the government nor munic ipa l 
author i t ies have the copyright in works of general interest, but these c a n n o t be 
r ep roduced wi thout their authorizat ion: in the Netherlands, the Admira l ty and th rough 
it the State hold the copyright in maps and hydrographie works published by the former . 

2 SPECIAL CASES 

2 . 1 . Anonymous and pseudonymous works 

In most countr ies , it is the publisher or the printer who exercises copyright in these 
works . He is not the real copyright holder , but this procedural p resumpt ion enables 
him to act to safeguard the copyrights — only, as a rule, until the real au tho r has 
revealed his identity. This procedure is adopted in Algeria; Argentina; Austria; Belgium; 
Bolivia; Brazil; Canada; Chad [4]; Colombia; Costa Rica; Czechoslovakia; Denmark: 
Ecuador; Arab Republic of Egypt: El Salvador: Ethiopia; Fiji; Finland. France; 
German Democratic Republic; Federal Republic of Germany; Greece; Holy See [5]: 
Hungary; Iceland; Iran; Iraq; Italy; Japan; Jordan; Republic of Korea; Lebanon; Libya; 
Liechtenstein; Luxembourg; Madagascar [6]; Malaysia; Malta; Mexico; Monaco; 
Morocco; Nepal: Netherlands; New Zealand; Nicaragua; Nigeria; Norway; Panama; 
Paraguav; Peru; Philippines; Poland; Portugal; Senegal; Sierra Leone; Spain; Sweden; 
Switzerland; Syria; Thailand; Turkey; United Kingdom; Uruguay; Venezuela; 
Yugoslavia. 

In Chile, the person who has registered the pseudonym under which the w o r k has 
been publicly distributed is, failing proof to the contrary , p resumed to be the au thor . 

"> - > Posthumous works 

Provis ions specifically concerning pos thumous works usually designate as owners of 
the copyr ight either the heirs or legatees of the deceased, or the propr ie tor (holder, 
owner ) of the corpus mechanician (the 'work ' itself, the manuscr ipt ) . In the latter case, 
the propr ie tor , as such, may enjoy the copyright or there may only be a p resumpt ion 
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in his favour. In some cases, indeed, the law specifics that .1 person may become the 
proprietor oi a work in virtue ol a bequest or other deed. 

l h e i e are also sonic laws which designate the publisher of the pos thumous work 
as holder of the cop-,right. 

Provisions of these various kinds arc as fo l lows: Algeria (heirs or holders); 
Argentina (in the absence of heirs, the Stale): Belgium (owner of the work) : Burma 
(owner of a manuscript acquired under the provisions of a will) [3]: Chad [4j; 
Colombia (owner of the work acquired by succession or in any other way): Cyprus [3]; 
Dominican Republic (assigns); Ecuador (owner of the work); France (the assigns or 
the author or, 1! the work is published after the expiry of the protect ion period, 
the owner of the owrk who causes it to be published); Federal Republic of Germany 
(whoever causes a work to be published after the expiry of the protection period): 
Greece (owner); Haiti (owner of (he work) : Holy See [5]; India (legatee); Iraq (heirs); 
Israel [3]; Italy (heirs): Libya (heirs): Luxembourg (owner of the work acquired by-
succession or in any other way); Madagascar [6]; Morocco (owner of the work): 
Nicaragua (in the absence of heirs or assigns, the publisher); Panama (owner of the 
work acquired by succession or in any other way); Peru (assigns): Philippines (heirs); 
Portugal (heirs or representatives): Senegal (executors of the will, descendants , spouse, 
heirs, residuary legatees); Singapore [3]; Sri Lanka [3]; United Stales of America 
(owner of the work); Uruguay (heirs and legatees). 

In Bolivia, the publisher is regarded as holding the copyright in a pos thumous work 
(the publisher of pos thumous works by a known author enjoys copyright, the right 
of the heirs being reserved): in Costa Rica, the publisher enjoys the same rights "as 
the au thor : in Nicaragua, the publisher enjoys copyright in the absence of heirs or 
assigns; in Paraguay, the publisher and the assign have indivisible rights, the publisher 
alone enjoying them in the absence of beneficiaries. 

2 .3. Anthologies and periodicals 

When a work is put together from the separate works of several authors by someone 
who plans, a r ranges and co-ordinates the collection, it is generally recognized that, 
without prejudice to the copyrights on the individual works so assembled, there is 
a separate copyright on the ensemble. Many laws deal with this point, designating the 
editor or director (he who organizes the collection) as owner of the copyright on the 
collected work as a whole. 

Legislation in some countries deals explicitly with anthologies and periodicals; 
in others, it deals with them implicitly under works of collaboration (cf. above under 
1.2). I cgislation deals with this mat ter explicitly in the following countries : Afghanistan 
(the au thor of a compilat ion); Algeria (the person who made the selection): Argentina 
(the periodical in the case cf unsigned articles, without prejudice to the right of the 
author to publish them in collected form; the author in the case of signed articles); 
AustraUti (the owner of the newspaper, journal or periodical in so far as copyright 
relates to publication in a newspaper, journal or periodical, to broadcast ing of the 
work or reproduct ion of the work with a view to such publication or broadcasting): 
Austria (the author retains the right to reproduce and circulate his contribution 
elsewhere): Brazil (the publisher enjoys copyright) ; Bulgaria (the compiler , if a 
personal compila t ion) : Burma (the periodical, without prejudice to the right of the 
author to prohibit publication other than in a similar periodical) (3]; Byelorussian S.S.R. 
(copyright is vested in the institutions which publish them); Canada (the periodical, 
without prejudice to the right of the author to prohibit publication other than in a 
similar periodical); Chad [4]; Chile (the person who organized the preparat ion of the 

work, the press organtzat 
Cyprus [3]: Czechoslovak, 

n>; Colombia (the author or director of the anthology): 
(the compiler, the publisher for exercise of rights). 

/ cuador (the publisher of a periodical, the author of an anthology of unpublished 
legislative texts if he has been authorized by a public institution or by the person 
who holds the copyright) ; Arab Republic of Egypt (anthologies are not protected, but 
anvone co-ordinat ing an anthology enjoys protection if he shows originality): Ethiopia 
(the au thor ) ; France (cf. above under 1.2); German Democratic Republic (the publica-
teur); Federal Republic of Germany (the publisher, or in doubtful cases the publicateur, 
has exclusive copyright) ; Holy See \5\: Hungary (the compiler of the anthology. 
independent ly of the right of each contr ibutor in his cont r ibut ion) : India (the publisher 
of the periodical in all matters concerning publication in a similar periodical): Ireland 
( he publisher of the periodical in all matters concerning publication in a similar 
p iodical, the staff au thor in all other cases); Israel [3): Italy (the publisher or director 
Oi the periodical): Japan (the author of the compi la t ion) ; Lebanon (only the author 
of speeches, including speeches made in court , has the right to compile them): 
Luxembourg (the au thor ) : Madagascar [6 | ; Morocco (the compi ler ) : Nicaragua 
(copyright of all works is owned by the authors) ; Norway (the director) ; Panama 
(the author or director of a compila t ion) : Paraguay (the periodical or agencv in the 
case of unsigned articles, the authors in that of signed contr ibut ions) ; Peru (the 
publishing firm aas all rights in unsigned articles, but publication rights only tor signed 
articles); Philippines (the compiler) ; Poland (the compiler and, in the case of 
periodicals , the publisher) : Portugal (the authors of novels and short stories own 
the copyright of their respective works , other articles are the proper ty of the 
publishing firm): Romania (the creator of the anthology); Senegal (the compiler) : 
Singapore [ 3 | ; Spain (the propr ie tor of the publicat ion, without prejudice of the right 
of the au thor to publish his articles in collected form): Sri Lanka ( 3 | : Switzerland 
(protect ion without prejudice to the copyright of each of the authors) : Thailand 
(anthologies and periodicals are protected): United States of America (the owner 
of the work) : Yugoslavia (author of the anthology). 

2.4. Works of an employee 

T h e quest ion of who is the copyright owner in the case of work for h u e . that is. 
where the creator of the work is employed by another for that purpose , is usually 
a mat ter for the civil law or law of master-servant of each count ry . 

The re are . nevertheless, certain countr ies which deal with this question in their 
copyright law. They consider or p resume the employer to be the copyright owner . 

In the legislation of some countr ies , copvright is vested in the organizat ion in the 
employ of which the work was prepared, while under certain legal provisions, 
copyright is closely connected with the au thor and thus with the creator of the work, 
the latter alone enjoying the right of intellectual propery in his work regardless 
of the condi t ions in which it is created. 

These various solutions are to be found in the following c o u n t r i e s : Algeria 
(copyright is regarded as assigned to the employer) : Australia (the employer) : Brazil 
' t he copyrights belong to the author and the employer) ; Bulgaria (copyright rests with 
the au thor , but the organizat ion has the right to use the work without payment for 
purposes connected with its activities or to publish it on payment of remunera t ion 
to the au thor ) ; Burma (the employer has the first claim to copyright) [3]: Byelorussian 
S.S.R. (the author enjoys copyright in works which he has created as an employee) ; 
Canada (the employer has the first claim to copyright) ; Chad [4]: Chile (the publishing 
firm is entitled to publish the work in the newspaper , but the au thor retains the 
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other rights; the State, the municipali t ies, etc., and other public juridical persons 
hok! the copyright in works produced by their employees); Cxpms- [3]; Czechoslovakia 
(the socialist organization may without the employee's consent use lor the purposes 
of its own work a work created by the employee under a working contract) ; Ecuador 
(the employer enjoys copyright); El Salvador (the Slate or other public bodies hold 
the copyright in works composed by public servants in the exercise of their 
employment) ; Ethiopia (the author holds the copyright in works composed under 
the terms of a work-by-contract agreement or service contract) : Fiji (the employer 
is the holder of copyright); France (the author retains copyright); German Democratic 
Republic (the author holds the copyright , but the employer is entitled to use the 
work); Federal Republic of Germany (the employee holds the copyright but may-
assign the right of usage by contrac t ) ; Ghana (the employer); Greece (anyone who 
receives remunerat ion for publishing a work in a periodical cannot republish it 
within the following two years); Guatemala (the employer, without prejudice to the 
copyright of his employees in respect of their separate contributions); Holy See [5]; 
Hungary (the author is the holder of the copyright, but the employer is entitled to 
use the work); India (the employer has the first claim to copyright); Ireland (the owner 
in whose employment the work was created) ; Israel [3]; Italy (copyright in a 
photograph taken by an employee belongs to the employer); Japan (copyright belongs 
les the employer); Jordan (the employer enjoys copyright); Kenya (the employer) : 
Madagascar [Oj; Malawi; Malaysia; Malta (copyright is regarded as assigned to the 
employer) ; Morocco (copyright belongs in the first place to the author) ; Nepal (the 
employer) , Netherlands (the employer) ; New Zealand (the owner is entitled to full 
copyright) ; Nigeria (copyright is regarded as assigned to the employer) ; Pakistan 
(the employer holds the copyright) : Peru (the employer holds copyright in photographs 
taken by an employee under contract ) ; Philippines (the employer); Poland (copyright 
belongs to the institution under whose direction the work has been prepared) : Portugal 
(the author) ; Romania (the socialist organizat ion in which an artistic work has 
been created may use it without the consent of the author, but only on payment 
of remunerat ion) ; Senegal (the author) ; Sierra Leone (the employer); Singapore [3]); 
Sri Lanka [3]; Tanzania (copyright belongs to the author) ; Thailand (the employer 
holds the copyright); Tunisia (copyright belongs to the employee who produces the 
work) ; Turkey ((the employer is regarded as the author of the work); Uganda (the 
employer , in the case of all works except radio broadcasts); Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics (the employee); United Kingdom (the employer holds the copyright) , United 
Slates of America (the employer is regarded as the author); Yugoslavia (the employer 
in whose employ the work was created holds the copyright, but the au thor retains 
his prerogatives if under his contract he has created a work which goes beyond 
the normal activities of his employer) : Zambia (copyright belongs to the employer) . 

The problem of the work of an employee is obviously closely connected with that 
of commissioned works, for which, see the following section. 

2.5. Commissioned works 

Ihis , too, is a subject in part of copyright law and in part of the more general 
law. 

In many instances, the law states that, in the absence of stipulation to the contrary, 
the commissioner (i.e. the person commissioning the work) is the owner of the copyright 
in the case of an engraving, a photograph , or a portrait commissioned against payment , 
of a bust, or even of any work in general : Algeria (the copyright is regarded as 
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assigned to the commissioner) ; Australia (the person who commissions the engraving 
or pho tograph) ; Austria (the authorizat ion of the theatrical enterprise is required 
tor the registering of services rendered by a performing artist to that enterprise): 
Brazil (the copyrights belong to the auihor and the commissioner) : Burma (the person 
who commissions the engraving or pho tograph! [3]; Byelorussian S.S.R. (copyright 
in a commissioned work belongs to the author , but the person who commissions it 
has the right to show it to the public, plans may he used by the enterprise which 
commiss ioned them); Canada (the person who commiss ions the photograph, portrait 
or engraving) ; Chad [4]; Chile (the copyright belongs to the person who organized 
the compila t ion commissioned; the copyright in product ions commissioned by a 
r oadcast ing organizat ion belongs to the author , but the organization has the exclusive 
rigi ' to publish them during a certain period of t ime): Cyprus [3]; Denmark (the 
per on who commissioned the photograph) ; Dominican Republic (the person who 
commiss ioned the photograph) ; Ecuador (the person who commissioned the work) ; 
El Salvador (corporate bodies are the holders of copyright in works made at their 
express request) ; Ethiopia (the author retains copyright , even if he carried out the 
work under a work-by-contract agreement or a service contrac t ) ; Fiji (the commissioner) ; 
Finland (the person who commissioned the pho tograph) ; France (copyright remains 
with the au thor ) ; Federal Republic of Germany (the person w h o commissioned the 
portra i t or his assign); Ghana (the person who commiss ioned a work other than a 
rad io broadcas t ) ; Guatemala (the person who gave the commission) ; Holy See [5]; 
Hungary (the exercise of copyright in a portrai t or bust executed to order is subject 
to the author izat ion of the commissioner) ; India (the person who commissioned 
the pho tograph , painting, portrai t , engraving or c inematograph ic film); Iran (the 
commiss ioner , for a period of thirty years); Ireland (the person w h o commissioned 
the pho tograph , engraving, film or phonogram) ; Israel [3 J; Italy (the commissioner 
has the copyright , but fair compensat ion is due to the pho tographe r for commerc ia l 
use of his pho tograph) ; Kenya (the person w h o commiss ioned the work) ; Republic 
of Korea (.the person who commissioned the pho tog raph or port ra i t ) ; Madagascar [6]; 
Malawi; Malaysia; Malta (the copyright is regarded as assigned to the person w h o 
commiss ioned the work) ; Mexico (the person who produces a work with the special, 
paid part ic ipat ion of another person has the copyright but must ment ion the name 
of that o ther col laborator) , Monaco (the right of reproduct ion of a commissioned 
por t ra i t or bust is presumed to be transferred with the work itself); Morocco (the 
au tho r ) ; Nepal (the person who commissioned the work*: Netherlands (the person 
w h o commiss ioned the work) ; New Zealand (the person w h o commissioned the 
pho tograph , painting, drawing, engraving, sculpture , recording or film); Nigeria (the 
copyr ight is regarded as transferred to the person w h o commissioned the work) ; 
Norway (the person who commissioned a portrai t has the right to give or withhold 
permission for the au thor to make good his tight to make the portrai t accessible to 
the public); Panama (the person who commiss ioned the work) : Philippines (the 
commiss ioner ) ; Poland (an institution has the right of first publication of a scientific 
work carr ied out to its commission); Portugal (the au thor ) ; Senegal (the author) ; Sierra 
Leone (the person who commissioned the engraving, pho tograph , port ra i t or recording); 
Singapore [31; Sri Lanka [3]; Sweden (when a por t ra i t has been commiss ioned, 
the copyr ight can only be exercised with the assent of the commiss ioner) ; United 
Republic of Tanzania (the person who commiss ioned the work) ; Thailand (the 
person who commissioned the engraving, pho tograph or paint ing); Turkey (the person 
w h o commissioned the artistic work) ; Uganda (the person who commissions a work 
o ther than a radio broadcast) ; United Kingdom (the person w h o commissioned the 
pho tograph , painting, drawing, portrai t , recording); Yugoslavia (the commiss ioner in 
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the case of a work composed by several collaborators); Zambia (the person who 
commissioned a work other than a radio broadcast). 

2.6. Photographs 

Copyright in photographs belongs generally to the photographer or the owner of 
the support used. As we have seen, however (el. above tinder 1.3, 2.4. and 2.5) 
the copyright may belong to other persons, or certain of its prerogatives may be 
withheld from the photographer and given to others. 

Provisions adopted in the \arious countries : Australia (the person who commissioned 
the photograph, the person v\ho took it being regarded as the author); Austria (the 
person taking the photograph: in the case of photographs taken lor commercial 
purposes, the proprietor of the enterprise is regarded as having taken the photograph); 
Brazil (the author of the photograph); Bulgaria (the author of the photograph): 
Burma (the owner of the negative at the time of development) [3]): Canada (the 
owner of the negative at the time of development); Chile (the photographer, without 
prejudice to the right of the commissioner in the case of commissioned photographs: 
transfer of the negative or support implies transfer of the right); Cyprus- [3|; Denmark 
(the photographer); Ethiopia (the author of the photograph if it bears his name and 
address); Fiji (the owner of the support at the time when the photograph is taken): 
Finland (the maker or photographer); German Democratic Republic (the photographer); 
Federal Republic of Germany (the person who took the photograph): Greece (the 
photographer or the publisher if their names are mentioned); Holy See [5]; Hungary 
(the photographer); Iceland (the photographer); India (the photographer); Iraq (the 
photographer); Ireland (the owner of the support at the time when the photograph 
is taken): Israel [3]; Italy (the photographer): Japan (the author of the photograph); 
Republic of Korea (copyright in a photograph appearing in a work and taken 
specially for it belongs to the author of the work); Libya (the photographer): 
Liechtenstein (the person whose name is indicated on the photograph); Luxembourg 
(the author); Morocco (the author); Nepal (the person who took the photograph): 
New Zealand (the person who owns the material support at the time the photograph 
is taken); Nicaragua (the photographer); Norway (the photographer): Pakistan (the 
photographer); Peru (the photographer); Portugal (the photographer); Sierra Leone 
(the owner of the support at the time the photograph is taken); Singapore (3); Sri 
Lanka | 3 | ; Sweden (the photographer); United Kingdom (the owner of the support 
at the time the photograph is taken); Uruguay (the person represented); Venezuela (the 
photographer); Yugoslavia (the author). 

2.7. Films 

Since film-making usually requires the co-operation of several people, they usually 
draw up an agreement to cover the question of the ownership of the copyright in 
the work. The law is therefore usually invoked only in default of a contractual 
settlement. 

In some countries, the producer of the film is regarded, with or without 
reservations, as holding the copyright in the film. In others, the law recognizes several 
authors; there may either be a joint copyright for all the co-authors or a separate 
copyright for each of the co-authors in his own creative contribution. The main 
provisions are as follows : Algeria (the author of the scenario, the author of the 
adaptation, the script-writer, the composer of the music, the director, the graphic 
artist, the author of the original work): Argentina (the collaborators — author of the 
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scenario, producer, composer all have equal lights: the producer, however, has 
the right to project the film even without the consent of the others): Australia (the 
producer, the commissioner); Austria (the producer has the exploitation rights): Brazil 
(the author of the scenario or literary, musical or dramatico-musical subject, the 
director and the producer: the director exercises solely the moral rights: the economic 
rights belong to the producer); Bulgaria (the enterprise which produced the film; the 
author of the scenario, the composer of the music, etc., retain the copyright in their 
works independently); Byelorussian S.S.R. (copyright belongs to the company making 
the film; copyright in an amateur film belongs to the author or co-authors): Chad [4]; 
Chile (the copyright belongs to the producer; the natural person or persons responsible 
for the intellectual creation of the work, namely, the author of the synopsis, the 
scenario writer, the author of the adaptation, the script-writer, the composer of the 
music and the director, are regarded as authors in law): Colombia (the author of 
the scenario, the producer and the author of the music have the same rights: the 
producer may, however, project the film without the authorization of the author); 
Czechoslovakia (the authors of the various contributions hold the copyright but 
transfer by contract the right to exercise copyright in the work as a whole to the 
producer); Arab Republic of Egypt (the author of the scenario, author of the 
adaptation script-writer, composer of the music and director are presumed to be the 
co-authors- the producer is regarded as the publisher of the cinematographic work 
and exercises all publishing rights over the film): El Salvador (the producer has 
publishing ri»hts for the work, the co-nuthors have the moral rights, the director 
is the author^of the icnematographic work considered as a whole); Fiji (the director); 
France (the persons responsible for the intellectual creation of the work — the author 
of the scenario, the author of the adaptation, the script-writer, the author of the museal 
compositions, the director); German Democratic Republic (the co-authors, but the 
rights are administered bv the enterprise): Federal Republic of Germany (the producer 
obtains the necessary riuhts of exploitation of the work by assignment); Ghana (the 
person who arranged the making of the film); Greece (the authors of all the artistic, 
musical photographic and literary elements : actors, author of the scenario, composer, 
etc)- Guatemala (the producer, without prejudice to the right of contributors in 
their respective contributions): Holy See [5]; Hungary tthe authors of literary and 
musical works composed for the film, the director and all those who also contributed 
in a creative capacitv to the making of the film; economic rights are held by the film 
studio)- India (the owner at the time when the film is completed); Iraq (the scenario 
writer, 'the author of the adaptation, the script-writer, the composer and ihc director, 
who are represented by the producer); Ireland (the producer); Italy (the co-authors : 
author of the original story, scenario writer, composer of the music and artistic 
director- but the producer has the economic exploitation rights); Japan (the persons 
who contributed to the making of the work—production, sets, shooting, artistic direction, 
etc • the producer holds the copyright); Kenya (the person who arranged the making 
of the film); Libva (the scenario writer, the author of the adaptation, the script-writer, 
the composer and the director, who are represented by the producer): Luxembourg 
(the producer); Madagascar [6]; Malawi; Malaysia; Malta (the person who arranged 
the making of the film); Mexico (the producer may obtain a reserved exclusive right 
to the purely graphic elements of the work); Morocco (the scenario writer, the 
author of the adaptation, the script-writer, the composer and the director, who 
automatically assitm the right to exploit the film to the producer); Nepal (the person 
who owns the work at the time of its completion); New Zealand (the person who 
makes the film); Nigeria (the person who arranged for the making of the film): 
Norway (the assignee of the right to make a film has the right to make it accessible 
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to the public); 1'akisian (the person who is the owner of the work at the time when 
it is completed); Paraguay (the author of the scenario, the director of the film a n d 

the composer have equal rights; but the producer has the right to show the film 
without their authorization); Peru (the producer, as owner of the film exercises the 
pecuniary rights of utilization, without prejudice to the rights which the law allows 
to the authors of the works used and to the other contributors); Philippines (the 
producer, the scenario writer, the composer, the director, the director of photography 
and the author of the original work, but the producer exercises the right of 
exploitation); Poland (the enterprise which produced the film); Portugal (the 'author 
of the original story, the composer and the director; the producer exercises the 
exploitation rights); Romania (a film studio holds copyright in its productions, but 
the author of the scenario, composer, director and all other creative artists retain 
copyright in their own work); Senegal (the producer to whom the exploitation rights 
have been assigned); Sierra Leone (the director); Spain (the co-authors, but the producer 
has the economic-exploitation rights); Sweden (the assignee of the right to film a 
literary or artistic owrk has the right to make that work accessible to the public by 
means of the film); United Republic of Tanzania (the person who arranged the 
making of the film); Tunisia (the producer, but he may make contractual arrangements 
with all those whose work is being used involving assignment to him of the exclusive 
right of exploitation but leaving the various contributors the right to dispose of their 
contributions without detriment to the film as a whole); Uganda (the person who 
arranged the making of the film); United Kingdom (the director); Uruguay (the 
author of the scenario and the composer are regarded as co-authors; the producer 
has the sole right to authorize projection of the film in public); Venezuela (the natural 
person or persons responsible for the intellectual creation : the author of the scenario, 
author of the adaptation, script-writer, composer of the music and director; the' 
producer has the exclusive right of exploitation and can exercise moral roghts in 
the work in his own name); Yugoslavia (the author of the scenario, composer, producer, 
director, and director of photography are regarded as the authors; exploitation rights 
are exercised in relation to third parties by the producer); Zambia (the person who 
arranged the making of the film). 

3 THIRD PERSONS 

3.1. Models 

If a living person is the subject of a work of art, the interests of the author in his 
work have to be reconciled with the interests of the model in the representation. 

Involving the rights of the individual, this is usually dealt with under civil law, 
but special provisions are devoted to it in certain copyright laws. 

In most, interests are reconciled by making the consent of the subject — the person 
represented — necessary to any exercise of the right to publish, and/or reproduce, 
and/or exhibit, and/or present. 

Some expressly reserve reproduction or publication if the portrait involves cultural, 
educational or topical interests or the intervention of justice or the police. The 
model may also be allowed certain rights of reproduction or publication, especially 
when the work was commissioned as, likewise, the person who commissioned it 
(cf. above under 2.5). 

These cases are found as follows : Argentina (a portrait can be placed on the market 
only with the consent of the person photographed); Austria (a portrait may not be 
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(a 

vhibited or published if exhibition or publication might harm the legitimate interests 
Vf the person portrayed; the latter is entitled to make copies or have copies made); 
Belgium (the agreement of the person represented is required before the author or 
,wner of the portrait can reproduce or exhibit it); Brazil (the model can refuse to 

agree to reproduction or exhibition); Bulgaria (the author cannot reproduce or publish 
•tie portrait without the authorization from the person represented); Byelorussian S.S.R. 

uthorization of the person represented is necessary unless utilization is in the 
mterests of the State or the model was remunerated for posing); Colombia (authorization 
of the person represented is necessary unless the publication is for scientific, 
educational or cultural purposes); Dominican Republic (authorization of the person 
represented is necessary for reproduction); Arab Republic of Egypt (the model holds 
the right to authorize the author to publish, exhibit and distribute the portrait and 
can authorize its reproduction in the newspapers even if the author objects); 
El Salvador (consent of the person represented is necessary for any commercial use, 
hut not if the portrait is used for scientific, educational, cultural or topical purposes); 
German Democratic Republic (a portrait cannot be distributed or exhibited in public 
without the authorization of the person portrayed, unless it is distributed or exhibited 
for the purpose of informing the public on topical events, for scientific or artistic 
purposes or in the interests of justice or State security); Federal Republic of Germany 
(the subject of a commissioned portrait has the right to reproduce it or have it 
reproduced); Holy See [5]; Hungary (the exercise of copyright necessitates the consent 
of the person who commissioned the portrait); Iraq (a photograph cannot be exhibited, 
published or distributed without the authorization of the person represented; it can be 
published, however, if it was taken at some public event or if the subject is an 
official personality or someone of great renown or if authorization has been obtained 
from the authorities; the person represented in the photograph can authorize its 
publication in the press); Italy (the consent of the person represented is necessary 
unless the reproduction of the picture is warranted by the needs of justice or the 
police or by scientific, educational or cultural purposes); Libya (a photograph cannot 
be exhibited, published or distributed without the authorization of the person 
represented; it can be published, however, if it was taken at some public event or 
if the subject is an official personality or someone of great renown or if authorization 
has been obtained from the authorities; the person represented in the photograph 
can authorize its publication in the press); Liechtenstein (the model must give his 
consent to the distribution of his picture; he has the right to reproduce it or to 
authorize its reproduction in newspapers without the authorization of the owner of 
the copyright, but he cannot authorize its separate reproduction); Luxembourg (the 
consent of the person represented is required for the reproduction or exhibition of 
the portrait); Mexico (the consent of the person portrayed is required for publication 
or commercial use of the portrait); Morocco (the author of the portrait is not entitled 
to exploit the work without the express authorization of the person who commissioned 
it); Netherlands (the consent of the person or persons represented is required if the 
owner of the copyright wishes to publish the picture; a portrait commissioned by or 
for the person represented can be reproduced by or for that person); Norway (the 
model has the right of consent to the use by the author of a commissioned portrait 
to make it accessible to the public; even if the copyright is owned by a third 
person, the subject of a photograph has the right to authorize the reproduction, 
exhibition and making available to the public of his photograph); Panama (the model 
can refuse to allow the bust or portrait to be exhibited or put on sale); Paraguay 
(the authorization of the model is required before placing photographs, portraits and 
caricatures on the market, except for cultural purposes or in connection with public 
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events,; Poland (,| the model has not been remunerated for posing, his authorization 
« requ.red be ore the portrait can he disposed of, but not if he person « P S 2 
» o n l y a detail ,n a picture); Partial (the person photographed c a n ' p u h L o p ^ 
duce a commissioned photograph without .he consent of the photographer)- SwitzertaZ 
«he person represented has the right to have his commissioned ' p o S S ' reproduced 

to authorize its reproduct.on in newspapers and periodicals and. ev e n whhou the 
consent of the owner of the copyright, to authorize its circulation or publ icat ie 
but he cannot refuse hts authorization when i, is in the interests of justice) T S 
(the person represented has the right to authorize the exhibition of hi portrait or S 
presentation to the public; he can have photographic reproductions maae of a 
commissioned portrait»; Yugoslavia (the authorization of the model is required for 
the circulation or exhibition of his portrait; his consent is presumed if he wa 
remunerated for posing). a s 

Several copyright laws include penalties to renforce protection of the model 
The rights recognized to the model are sometimes expressly accorded to certain 

of ta hetrs - but usually with the idea of limiting these rights as far as pos ib 
to he deceaseds closes« relatives. Such provisions exist in Argentina, Belgium S 
Colomba, Dominican Republic, Federal Republic of Germany, Luxembourg, MeZl'. 

3.2. Personal letters-

The legislator's concern is to protect the private interests of both writer and recipient 
and to reconcile these two competing interests. «.ipiem, 

Copyright generally remains with the person who writes the letter, but the recipient 

affected The „" f f ' ?*?*' i f W s ' n , C r e s t S ° r r e » u , " , i o n ™^ «* -rioTs 
affected. The needs ot justice are often expressly reserved also, as private letters 
may be necessary to establish proof. 

riift?LEt,S r e g a r d i , n g P e r S O P a l ' e l t C r S a r e t 0 b c f o u n d i n •• Argentina (the 
o , h r P desc t , , 0 , ; g V ° e "T. ' 1" a n d ' a f , e r h JS d e a l h ' t 0 h i s S P ° U - ' h i s child™ or their descendants); Austria (the letter may not be divulged if to do so would 
prejudice the legitimate interests of the author, his close relatives or the recipient 
Brazil (Perrmsston of the writer or his representatives required, bu, a let Î a n 

ways be included m a lawsuit file); Bulgaria (the permissions of writer and ec pien 

2 r i e M ; ! , ? ; : , C a " 0 n ) ; Cohmbia ( l e t t e r S a r e <he I « * « * of the recipient; 
the right to publish belongs exclusively to the writer, but publication can be authorized 
by the competent authority to establish proof for administrative or judicial purposes); 

exc<usivf nobi l ' K r T ° f ' h e , W r i , e r n e c e s s a r > ) ' & - * » «"e writer has the 
«elusive right to publish, except that, in certain special cases, the judge may be 
I Vt r , ' °r "S r e C i p i e m - if h i s h 0 n 0 u r is i n v o l v e d ) : El Salvador (the right 
to publish belongs to the writer, but the consent of the recipient is required unless 

cannof ht Z ['T*™ ? " " * a f f C C , C d ) : Germa" democratic Republic (letters 
, ^ P " ^ S ^ d ' r e . P r o d l ' c e J - circulated or used in any other way without the 

nubhsh , ' h e
K

W r i , e r a n J ' "e recipient); Holy See[5]; Iraq (letters cannot be 
published except by the writer with the authorization of «he recipient when publication 
might be prejudicial to the latter); Italy (consent of writer and recipient required); 
Jordan (authorization from the writer and, after his death, from his family); Libya 
( l e e r s cannot be published except by the writer with the authorization of the 
recipient when publication might be prejudicial to the latter); Nicaragua (agreement 
of writer and recip.ent required, unless the interests of justice are involved); Panama 
(letters are the property of the recipient; the right to publish belongs to the writer; 
the competent court can authorize publication for the purposes of legal proof); 
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Paraguay (the right to publish correspondence belongs to the writer and his heirs); 
Philipp>nes (copyright in letters belongs to the writer); Poland (authorization of the 

cipient required for publication); Portugal (the writer's authorization is necessary; 
the recipient and the competent authorities can include the correspondence in a 
lawsuit file; correspondence of an important historical or literary figure may be 
published after his death); Yugoslavia (consent of the writer necessary, and that of 
the recipient if his interests are involved). 

In most countries, the protection of personal letters is covered by the usual 
provisions concerning illicit acts in their civil law and, or their penal law in general. 

I his study brings up to dale the studies on the same subject which »ere published in the 
Unesco Copyright Bulletin, Vol. II, No. 2-3, 1949, p. 44-57, and Vol. 1, No. 2, 1967, p. 11-36. 
It docs not take into account the rights which may be owned by the categories of persons 
covered by the International Convention for the Protection of Performers. Producers of 
Phonograms and Broadcasting Organizations (Rome Convention). 
A number of countries are not mentioned in this study, either because they have no copyright 
legislation or because full and accurate recent information is not available or is unobtainable. 
In a number of other countries, national legislation also reproduces the provisions of the 
British Copyright Act of 1911 as concerns persons protected. These are: Burma (with the 
adaptation made by the Order of 1948 on the Burma Union — adaptation of legislation); 
Cyprus; Israel; Singapore (by a letter of 20 April 1966, the Singapore Minister of Finance 
informed the Director-General of Unesco that the British Act of 1911 applied in this country); 
Sri Lanka. 
According to a letter dated 24 March 1967 from the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the 
Malagasy Republic to the Director-General of Unesco, the French law of 11 March 1957 
on literary and artistic property is applied in Madagascar. 
By the law of 12 January 1960. the Holy Sec applies Italian legislation on copyright. 
According to a letter of 17 February 1961 sent by the Chad Minister of National Fducation 
to the Director-Genera! of Unesco, the French law of 11 March 1957 on literary and artistic 
property applies in this country. 
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Dominican 31(3) 31(2) 28 33(c) 

Republic 

Ecuador 3 10 3 15 16 4. S 20 9 19 
Egypt (Arab 1 25, 26, 20 28 4 3 34 31 36 

Republic of) 27, 29, 30 
Fl Salvador 10 11. 12, 

29. 30, 32 
13, 14 10(1) 13 14 33 27 

Ethiopia 1666 1668 1667 1659 1647(3) 1647(3) 1662 
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Poland 7(2) 10. 

11(1.2) 
26 N 9, 10 14 l-l 13 24 25 

Portugal 20. 21 11(11(2). 
12, 13. 
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7 
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88 142 
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29, 35 
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Turkey 11 9. 10 8 12 8 87 
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8 86. 87 

Uganda 10(10.b) 2(b), 4, 
9(3) 
100 

9(2) 9(2) 15(b) 15 

86. 87 

Union of 99 

2(b), 4, 
9(3) 
100 100 

Soviet Socia ist 
100 

Republics 
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Kingdom 
20(2, 3), 
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33, 39 20(4) 4(2), 
4(4) 
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12(4) 
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United 
Republic 
of Tanzania 

United States 
of America 

Uruguay 7(a) 

Venezuela 

Yugoslavia 8 

Zambia 

12(5) 1 I 

24 8,24 24 

7(b), 26, 3, 7(f), 30 14 

27,29 17,40 

10, 11 15, 115 8 

10.26 

12(6) 11(2) 

24 

86 

1 1 

24, 26 
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29 

12, 13, 
15, 16 

4, 9 ~ 21,22, 26 1.3,42 1,3,14. 95.96 94 
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1. Articles of the Law of 31 May 1961 on Rights in Photographic Pictures. 
2. Articles of the Law of 8 July 1961 on Rights in Photographic Pictures. PllMfch«1 t» or on behalf 
3. Article of the Decree of 7 March 1946 concerning the Preservation of Copyright in Hydrographie Mars and Books Published h> or on behalt 

of the Minister of Marine. 
4 Articles of the Law of 17 June 1960 on Rights in Photographs. 
5. Articles of the Regulations for the Application of the Law of 10 January 1879 concerning Intellectual Property. 
6. Articles of the Law of 31 May 1966 on Intellectual Property Rights in Cinematographic Works. 
7. Articles of the Law of 30 December 1960 on Rights in Photographic Pictures. 
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Algeria 
Argentina 

.Australia 
Austria 

Belgium 

Bolivia 

Brazil 
Bulgaria 

Burma 

Byelorussian S.S.R. 

Canada 

Chad 
Chile 
Colombia 
Costa Rica 
Cyprus 
Czechoslovakia 

Denmark 
Dominican Republic 

Ecuador 
Egyp'. Arab 

Republic of 
El Salvador 
Ethiopia 

Eiji 
Finland 
France 

German Democratic 
Republic 

Germany, Federal 
Republic of 

Ghana 
Greece 

Guatemala 

List of countries and their basic copyright law 

Ordinance ol 3 April 1473 
Law ol 28 September 1933, as amended by Legislative Deem. 
ol : October 1957 
Act of 27 June 1968 
Act of 9 April 1936. amended on 14 July 1949 s July 1951 
and 16 December 1972 

Law of 22 March 1886, amended on 5 March 1921 
25 June 1921 and II March 1958 
Law of 13 November 1909, amended by Law of 
15 January 1945 
Law of 14 December 1973 
Law of 16 November 1951, amended by Decrees of 
4 July 1956 and 28 April 1972 
Indian Copyright Act of 1914, modified by Order of 
4 January 1948 on the Union of Burma 
Civil Code of the Byelorussian S.S.R., 4th Section 
M June 1964 

Revised Statutes of Canada, 1952, Chapter 55, as amended 
up to 23 December 1971 
(See France) 
Law of 28 August 1970 
Law of 26 December 1946 
Decree-Law of 27 June 1896, amended on 25 May 1948 
United Kingdom Copyright Act of 16 December 1911 
I aw of 25 March 1965 

Law of 31 May 1961 
Law of 17 March 1947 

Law of 24 October 1957 and 22 January 1958 
Law of 24 June 1954 

Law of 6 September 1963 
Civil Code of 1960, Title XI 

Order of 17 January 1961 
Law of 8 July 1961 
Law of 1 1 March 1957 

Law of 13 September 1965 

Law of 9 September 1965, amended on 25 June 1969, 
23 June 1970 and 10 November 1972 
Act of 8 November 1961 
Law of 29 June 1920, amended on 6 August 1929. 
11 October-3 November 1941, 7 October 1943 and 
23 November-7 December 1944 
Law of 8 and II February 1954 
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Holy See 
Hungary 

ice Kind 
India 
Iran 
Iraq 
Ireland 
Israel 

Italy 

30 

Japan 
Jordan 

Kenya 
Korea, Republic of 

Lebanon 

Liberia 
Libya 
Liechtenstein 
Luxembourg 

Madagascar 
Malawi 
Malaysia 
Malta 
Mexico 
Monaco 
Morocco 

Nepal 
Netherlands 

New Zealand 

Nicaragua 
Nigeria 
Norway 

Pakistan 

Panama 
Paraguay 
Peru 
Philippines 

16 December 1911 as 

Law of 12 January I960 
Law of 1969 

Law of 29 May 1972 
Act of 4 June 1957 
Law of 12 January 1970 
Law of 12 January 1971 
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extended to Palestine by Ordinance of 21 March 1924 and 
modified by Ordinances of 15 June 1924. 15 May 1948 and 
2 February 1953 
Law of 22 April 1941, amended by Decree-law of 
23 August 1946 

Law of 6 May 1970 
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Law of 28 January 1957 

Decree of 17 January 1924, amended on 30 January 1926, 
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8 December 1938. 23 March 1942 and 31 January 1946 
Act of 24 May 1972 
Law of 16 March 1968 
Law of 26 October 1928, amended on 8 August 1959 
Law of 29 March 1972 

(See Fiance) 
Act of 13 April 1965 
Act of 1969 
Act of 1967 
Decree of 4 November 1963 
Law of 24 November 1948, amended on 17 November 1949 
Dahir of 29 July 1970 

Law of 13 April 1966 
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11 February 1932. 14 June 1956, 22 May 1958 and 
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Act of 5 December 1962, amended on 23 November 1969 
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Law of 24 December 1970 
Law of 12 May 1961 

Ordinance of 2 June 1962 (came into force on 
27 February 1967). amended on 1 December 1972 
Administrative Code of 22 August 1916, Part V 
Law of 5 and 10 July 1951 
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llnion of Soviet 
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Yugoslavia 
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Law n\ 10 July IlJ52 
Law of 27 April 1966 

Decree of IS June 1956. amended on 24 J u r y 1957 

Law ol 4 December 1973 
Act of 5 May 1965 

United Kingdom Copyright Act of 16 December 1911 
Law of 10 January 1879 
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Law of 30 December 1960, as amended up to 25 May 197, 
Law of 7 December 1922, amended on 24 June 1 9 5 ^ 
Decree of 17 January 1924, amended on 22 September 1926 
Act of 16 June 1931 

l aw of m F n b r U a T ' T ' m ° d i f i e d b y L a W ° £ 4 J — » 1967 Law ol 10 December 1951 ' 

Act of 22 June 1964 

Fundamentals of Copyright Law of the Soviet Union • 
Decree of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the U.SSR 
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Copyright Act of 5 November 1956, amended on 
25 October 1968 and 17 February 1971 
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Law of 20 July 1968 
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